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Case IH Launches Limited-edition 50 Series Axial-Flow Combine

NEWS RELEASE

Heritage design commemorates rich legacy, gives way to latest harvest advancements

RACINE, Wisconsin (July 26, 2018)
To commemorate the rich legacy of Axial-Flow® combines, Case IH is excited to launch the 50 series
Axial-Flow combine lineup with a special-edition 150 series combine. The 150 series combine features
International Harvester heritage styling, color schemes and decals reminiscent of the first Axial-Flow
combine in 1977. The memorable white cab top and tire rims give way to the latest harvest
advancements to help producers put more grain in the tank.
The productivity enhancements of the legendary single rotor technology, Cross-Flow™ cleaning system
and 2-speed electric shift transmission enable the 150 series combine to handle varying harvest
conditions and crop types.
“We’re excited to bring back the retro stylings of the 1977 International Harvester Axial-Flow combines,
now paired with productivity enhancements desired to help today’s producers harvest more of what they
grow,” said Kelly Kravig, Case IH harvesting marketing manager. “For older generation farmers, this
combine is a throwback to their earlier farming days. For younger generations, this is the combine they
grew up in.”
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Caption: The new 50 series Axial-Flow® combine lineup from Case IH features a special-edition 150
series combine with International Harvester heritage styling, color schemes and decals reminiscent of
the first Axial-Flow combine in 1977.
Click [HERE] to download a high-res version.

For more information, visit your local Case IH dealer or www.caseih.com.

Case IH is a global leader in agricultural equipment, committed to collaborating with its customers to develop the most powerful,
productive, reliable equipment — designed to meet today’s agricultural challenges. With headquarters in the United States,
Case IH has a network of dealers and distributors that operates in over 160 countries. Case IH provides agricultural equipment
systems, flexible financial service offerings and parts and service support for professional farmers and commercial operators
through a dedicated network of professional dealers and distributors. Productivity-enhancing products include tractors; combines
and harvesters; hay and forage equipment; tillage tools; planting and seeding systems; sprayers and applicators; site-specific
farming tools; and utility vehicles. Case IH is a brand of CNH Industrial N.V. (NYSE: CNHI / MI: CNHI).
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